ABSTRACT: It is increasingly argued that there is a single unified constitutive norm of both assertion and practical reasoning. The most common suggestion is that knowledge is this norm. If this is correct, then we would expect that a diagnosis of problematic assertions should manifest as problematic reasons for acting. Jennifer Lackey has recently argued that assertions epistemically grounded in isolated second-hand knowledge (ISHK) are unwarranted. I argue that decisions epistemically grounded in premises based on ISHK also seem inappropriate. I finish by suggesting that this finding has important implications for the debates regarding the norms of assertion and practical reasoning.
Introduction
A common feature of efforts to articulate norms of assertion has been a search for the appropriate epistemic standard for warranted assertibility. Some have called this the quantity view of assertoric norms: the name derives from the idea that an assertion is warranted when it is grounded in a sufficient quantity or degree of epistemic support.
A recent argument put forward by Jennifer Lackey, 1 and further developed by Adam Carter and Emma Gordon, 2 aims to show that certain cases of assertions grounded in isolated second-hand knowledge (ISHK) are not warrantedly assertible. ISHK is, in effect, knowledge grounded entirely on someone else's sayso, without the speaker's possessing independent grounds for knowledge. The relevant implications of this argument are, first, that knowledge of what one asserts is not sufficient epistemic support for warranted assertibility; and second, that the quantity view is false. In this paper I offer support for the view that assertions grounded in ISHK are not warrantedly assertible, based on reflections on a reluctance to use instances of ISHK as premises in practical reasoning. This position suggests a unified account of the norms of assertion and practical reasoning -an idea that has received growing support in the literature. 3 It's important to note that I am not defending, per se, Lackey' Each of the canvassed norms, except perhaps SRNA, seems committed to the following sufficiency thesis:
KNA-S* one is properly epistemically positioned to assert that p if one knows that p. 11 This is easy to see, since if justification is the epistemic standard required to assert properly, then knowledge, being a stronger epistemic state, is sufficient for satisfying JNA/RTBNA. The same applies for TNA and KNA. It would be a problem, then, if there were cases in which a speaker asserts something she knows and yet fails to warrantedly assert, where the failure is due to an epistemic deficiency. Lackey 12 argues for a number of such cases: assertions based on isolated second-hand knowledge (ISHK).
An agent has ISHK when she gains knowledge of a proposition based (almost) entirely on the reliable testimony of another agent. The knowledge is isolated because she lacks independent reasons for justifying her belief (or assertion), and the knowledge is second-hand because it derives its justification from testimony. Lackey argues that cases of ISHK are not necessarily unwarrantedly assertible per se, but become so particularly "when a subject's assertion that p is grounded in such knowledge in contexts where the hearer reasonably has the right to expect the asserter to possess more than merely isolated second-hand knowledge...." 13 One of her central cases is of a student, Jamie, coming into a professor's office who accuses another student, Sam, of cheating. This charge is based solely on Jamie's having heard, from her trustworthy and reliable friend Colin, that Sam has cheated. Lackey argues that Jamie's assertion, "Sam Smith cheated on the midterm exam," is unwarranted. A professor receiving Jamie's assertion, Lackey writes, would reasonably expect Jamie to possess some evidence other than the isolated testimony of Colin. 14 So while it's plausible that Jamie knows that Sam cheated based on Colin's testimony, it's questionable whether Jamie can warrantedly assert as much to the professor. Since Jamie's assertion has the epistemic status of knowledge but seems unassertible, this is taken as evidence against KNA-S* and the quantity view.
ISHK and Practical Reasoning
Some writers have suggested a connection between the norm of assertion and the norm of practical reasoning. Hawthorne and Stanley, 15 for example, argue that one should only use premises in practical reasoning that one knows. Furthermore, if one should only make decisions based on premises one knows, and if we typically use people's assertions (i.e., testimony) as reasons for action, this suggests that one should only assert that p if one knows that p (i.e., KNA). I offer a very simple argument to the conclusion that, insofar as we think it correct to assimilate norms of assertion to norms of practical reasoning, and vice versa, we can adduce support for the ISHK objection to KNA-S* based on observations of our reluctance to use instances of ISHK as premises in practical reasoning. 16 13 Lackey, "Assertion and Isolated," 254. 14 Lackey notes in a footnote that this may be why courts disallow hearsay as testimony. Cf. Lackey, "Assertion and Isolated," 261 fn6. 15 Hawthorne, Stanley, Knowledge and Action. 16 One could argue that insofar as the apparent unassertibility of assertions grounded in ISHK is evidence against the quantity view of assertoric norms, then, by parity of reasoning, the reluctance to use ISHK as premises in practical reasoning is evidence against a quantity view of norms of practical reasoning.
I was recently in our department's lunch room when I overheard a discussion between colleagues about one colleague, call her Jill, keeping a particular brand of 'leak proof' plastic dish inside a ziplock bag. 17 They were questioning why Jill would keep a 'leak-proof' product protected in another supposedly leak-proof product. This implied that she didn't quite trust the dishware to live up to its claim, something she readily admitted. Jill had recently purchased the product based partly on her observation that many other members of the department owned the same dishware. However, she lacked first-hand evidence of the leak-proof properties of the dishware. That is, while she knew that her colleagues used the same dishware, she hadn't seen evidence of its leak-proof properties in action. Rather, Jill bought the dishware (almost) entirely based on her colleagues' testimony to the effectiveness of the dishes. Now, let's suppose that her colleagues are sufficiently epistemically situated such that their testimony is sufficient to impart knowledge to Jill. Her decision to purchase the dishware was thus made with an instance of ISHK as a premise.
Notice, however, Jill's reluctance to make the decision to pack her lunch to work in the new dishware alone. Her reluctance to trust the dish manifests a reluctance to rely on the ISHK as a premise in her practical reasoning: trust is earned, she says. Intuitively, Jill wanted to see for herself, rather than merely to rely on the ISHK for her decision to pack her lunch in only the dish. This is a distinctive feature of what (sometimes) seems unassertible about propositions grounded on ISHK. What seems wrong about Jamie's assertion is that she doesn't have any first-person evidence that Sam cheated: she's relying entirely on hearsay. Moreover, Jill's behaviour seems to represent a fairly robust phenomenon. Although we may form a justified belief, or even gain knowledge, through ISHK, we are reluctant to use instances of ISHK as premises in practical reasoning: we want to be personally acquainted with evidence, even though it's the same sort of evidence providing the epistemic justification for the ISHK. We want to see for ourselves, as we say.
Insofar as evidence from what we're willing to use as premises in practical reasoning can tell us something important about norms of assertion, this provides further support for the unassertibility of propositions when such assertions are epistemically grounded only on ISHK. Furthermore, insofar as assertions and decisions epistemically grounded in ISHK both seem inappropriate, this is evidence for a unified norm of assertion and practical reasoning.
